GIS4Mobile ApS Acceptable Use Policy
1. INTRODUCTION
This Acceptable Use Policy (“AUP”) forms part of the agreement between the customer and GIS4Mobile ApS
(“GIS4Mobile”). Any reference to the customer in this AUP includes customers using GIS4Mobile services
under a free trial offer and any person authorized by the customer to use GIS4Mobile’s services.
This AUP sets out acceptable practice while using GIS4Mobile’s software applications, hosting services and
control panel. It also sets out use which is prohibited.
By using GIS4Mobile’s services the customer acknowledges that it has read, understood and agrees to abide
by the policies set out in this AUP.
2. CUSTOMER RESPONSIBILITY
Customers are solely responsible for any violations of this AUP by their employees or any third parties who
have gained access to GIS4Mobile services through them.
Customers shall use GIS4Mobile services in a reasonable way at all times and shall adhere to commonly
accepted practices when using the software applications, hosting services and control panel.
3. PROHIBITED USE
The prohibited categories of use set out below are intended to serve as minimum guidelines and the list is
not exhaustive. Customers are asked to exercise their discretion at all times.
Customers agree to use GIS4Mobile’s services for lawful purposes only.
Use of GIS4Mobile’s services for the transmission, distribution, retrieval, or storage of any information, data,
or other material, in violation of any applicable law or regulation is strictly prohibited. This includes without
limitation the use or transmission of any data or material that:
•

Is defamatory, offensive, abusive, indecent, obscene, or constitutes harassment;

•

Promotes or encourages illegal or socially unacceptable or irresponsible behavior;

•

Is in breach of any third party rights (including any third party intellectual property rights);

•

Has any fraudulent purpose or effect or involves impersonating another person or otherwise
misrepresenting the source of any communication; or

•

Damages or may damage GIS4Mobile’s name and/or reputation or the name and/or
reputation of GIS4Mobile subcontractors.

In the event that the customer has queries concerning the legality of their actions, they should contact
GIS4Mobile support at support@GIS4Mobile.dk.
4. INVESTIGATIONS
GIS4Mobile reserves the right to investigate a suspected or alleged breach of this AUP, which investigation
may include information-gathering and data examination.

GIS4Mobile also reserves the right to edit or remove data that GIS4Mobile in its sole discretion deems to
have violated the terms of this AUP or that GIS4Mobile otherwise deems harmful or offensive.
GIS4Mobile also reserves the right to disable the customer’s access immediately, suspend relevant hosting
services and take any further action GIS4Mobile deems appropriate or necessary in the circumstances.
Customers wishing to notify GIS4Mobile of a breach of this AUP should contact GIS4Mobile support at
support@GIS4Mobile.dk.
5. COOPERATION
GIS4Mobile will cooperate with law enforcement agencies and other parties investigating claims of illegal or
inappropriate activity.
6. UPDATES TO THE AUP
GIS4Mobile may need to make changes to this AUP to adapt to customers’ needs and changing technologies.
The latest AUP will always be posted on GIS4Mobile’s website so please keep checking for updates.

